
London, United Kingdom, 26 August 2013: As a part of its special ‘Summers End’
promotional  campaign,  Southall  Travel  has  announced  the  launch  of  discounted
airfares  to  key  destinations  across  the  Asian  continent,  in  economy  class  and
business class. These special fares with Bahrain based Gulf Air’s flights to Muscat,
Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Mumbai, Cochin, Bangkok etc. 

For economy class travellers, Southall Travel is offering the most economical return
fare to Dubai, starting at just £366 per person. Business class fares to Mumbai, the
financial capital of India, start from only £1448 per person. Other destinations in Asia
fares for other Asian destinations equally competitively.

“These  special  fares  with  Gulf  Air  have  been  launched  exclusively  as  a  part  of
Southall Travel’s ‘Summers End’ promotional campaign for Asian destinations”, said
the company’s spokesperson.

The special fares are for sale until 8th September 2013 and valid for outbound travel
from August 2013 until March 2014, barring select dates in December and March.

“These destinations are at their best during the end and beginning of the year. Our
offer  corresponds  the  some  of  the  best  seasons  to  visit,  particularly  for  budget
travellers, and makes the offer even more attractive”, added the spokesperson. 

The special fares are valid for travel from London Heathrow and passengers flying
business class with Gulf  Air will  have the added benefit  of  enjoying services and
amenities of the state-of-the-art Falcon Gold Lounge at London Heathrow.

More information along with terms and conditions of  this offer  can be viewed on
www.southalltravel.co.uk. Also check out the company’s August 2013 newsletter here
for details.

About Gulf Air
Gulf Air is the flag carrier of the Kingdom of Bahrain. The full service carrier runs
flight services to 32 destinations in 21 countries from its strategic hub at Bahrain
International Airport. From London Heathrow it offers connections to key cities such
as Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Muscat, Delhi, Kochi and Chennai. Gulf airways operates a
modern all Airbus fleet. Falconflyer. Its official website, www.gulfair.com features info
on airline policies, flights schedule, baggage policy, policies, terms and conditions,
etc. 

About Southall Travel
Southall Travel is a well-renowned travel agency based in Middlesex, UK. The travel
agency handles  flight  deals and hotel  bookings,  all-inclusive vacations,  round the
world tours,  last-minute travels,  luxury holidays etc.  Southall  Travel  offers holiday
packages for all top destinations worldwide across. The agency’s wide menu of cost-
products  and  services  enables  travellers  to  pick  the  deals  that  best  suit  their
preferences. Its website is one of the most popular travel portals and provides access
to  an  extensive  inventory  of  flights  and  package  deals  featuring  wide  choice  of

http://www.southalltravel.co.uk/Flights?0002
http://www.southalltravel.co.uk/promotions/newsletter/gulf-air/index1.aspx?0002
http://www.southalltravel.co.uk/?0002


airlines and hotels. Southall Travel is an ABTA member and holds IATA Accreditation.
Holidays booked with Southall Travel that include air travel are financially protected
under its ATOL licence.
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